
JANUARY 30, 1987 NO. 231 TYPE REPEATERS 
(Card No. 1) 

Each is a plug-in type office repeater that contains component apparatus on a single printed wiring board housed in a metal casing. 

These repeaters provide span line termination, line current simplexing, line current regulation and pulse regeneration. The pulse transmission rate is 1.544 MHz 

of bipolar signals (alternate positive and negative pulses). The pulse regenerator is equipped with an automatic line buildout (ALBO) network, which equalizes 

the signals received. An ALBO network is also used to build out short end sections, provide fault current surge protection and provide the office interface with 

a well controlled impedance in the transmit direction. 
The line current regulator circuit is designed to be powered from various combinations of office battery voltage (±130 V or -48 V). Once the office voltage is fixed, 

the correct options are made for the current. 
The line current regulator supplies a constant current of 140 mA or 60 mA. 
The overall dimensions are approximately 10.490 inches long by 5.900 inches high by 1.400 inches wide. 

No. 231A: Provides a dual current, multivoltage regulator; secondary lightning protection; and provides a low voltage bipolar output when combined with the 

proper equalizer, permits up to 3.0 dB at 772 kHz. 
Provided with a number of options required for establishing appropriate powering combinations for the repeater line and local power supply. It has a 60 mA/140 

mA line current selector for powering both standard current and low current Tl lines. 

No. 2318: Same as No. 231A except the regulator circuit is not provided and the repeater is used for looping power in a 2-cable system. 

No. 231C: Same as No. 231A except functions as a bridging network in the TIC and Tl office bays. 

No. 231D: Same as No. 231A except does not have a 60 mA/140 mA line current selector and has a different artificial line. For use with MAT cable. 

No. 231E: Same as No. 231A except the regulator circuit is not provided and the repeater is used for looping power in a 2-cable system. For use with MAT cable. 

No. 231F: Same as No. 231A except functions as a bridging network in Tl digital lines. 
No. 231G: Similar to No. 231A except operates from only -48 V. Functions as a de-to-de switch converter. Intended for use on PIC-Pulp cables. 
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